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This pattern is also available as both a right handed and left handed video tutorial on my YouTube Channel at:-
Wendy Poole, Knit, Stitch and Crochet

Direct links are available below

Right Handed video:-  https://youtu.be/MnVR1l-0Hms

Left Handed video:-  https://youtu.be/gzcOZcxkq1M

MATERIALS
Yarn:- Small amounts of Double knitting Yarn.
Hook:- 4mm.
Wool type sewing needle.

(Plus 13 stitch-markers or short lengths of yarn in a different colour).
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FOUNDATION CHAIN:- Make 42 chain.

ROW 1:- Miss 5 chain from the hook and make 1 treble in the 6th chain. (One loop made). Place 1st stitch marker or thread in this loop.

*Now make 1 chain, miss the next 2 chain and in the 3rd chain work 1 treble, 2 chain, 1 treble. This 2nd loop you've made is a V-Shape and the rest of the loops will all now be this V-shape). Place 2nd stitch marker or thread in this V-shape loop just made.

Repeat from * 11 times and you will have reached the end of the row and have 13 V-shaped loops in total.

ROW 2:- Make 3 chain and turn to work the second row.

In the 1st loop remove the marker and work 5 treble to make a shell. (One petal made). Now make 1 double crochet in the next 1 chain space.

In the 2nd loop remove the marker and work 5 treble to make a shell. (Second petal made). Now make 1 double crochet in the next 1 chain space.

* In the 3rd loop remove the marker and work 7 treble to make a shell. (Third petal made). Now make 1 double crochet in the next 1 chain space. Repeat from * twice more. **You now have 5 petals in total.**

** In the 6th loop remove the marker and work 9 treble to make a shell. (One petal made). Now make 1 double crochet in the next 1 chain space. Repeat from ** 6 more times. **You will now have 12 petals in total.** In the last loop work 9 trebles and fasten off. **(13 petals now made in total.)**

MAKING UP
Thread a piece of yarn approximately 20” (50cm) on to a wool needle and roll the 2 smallest petals around to create the centre of the rose. Sew through all the layers to secure into place. Now continue rolling the petals around and stitch through all the layers as you go, until the last petal is stitched into place and fasten off.
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CROCHET CHART SYMBOL COLOURS

Foundation chain
Row 1
Row 2

CROCHET CHART SYMBOLS

= Slip Knot
= Chain
= Double Crochet
= Treble
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